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ABSTRACT
We present the user evaluation of two recommendation server methodologies implemented for the NASA Technical Report Server (NTRS). One methodology for generating recommendations uses log analysis to identify co-retrieval events on full-text documents. For comparison, we used the Vector Space Model (VSM) as the second methodology. We calculated cosine similarities and used the top 10 most similar documents (based on metadata) as “recommendations”. We then ran an experiment with NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) staff members to gather their feedback on which method produced the most “quality” recommendations. We found that in most cases VSM outperformed log analysis of co-retrievals. However, analyzing the data revealed the evaluations may have been structurally biased in favor of the VSM generated recommendations. We explore some possible methods for combining log analysis and VSM generated recommendations and suggest areas of future work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries.

General Terms
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1. Introduction
NASA’s public, web-based digital libraries (DLs) date back to 1993, when a WWW interface was provided for the Langley Technical Report Server (LTRS) [1]. However, it was not until 1995 that the NASA Technical Report Server (NTRS; http://ntrs.nasa.gov/) was established to provide integrated searching between the various NASA web-based DLs [2]. It offered distributed searching, mostly through the WAIS protocol [3], of up to 20 different NASA centers, institutes and projects. While NTRS was very successful for both NASA and the public, the distributed searching approach proved fragile. In late 2002, a new version of NTRS based on the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) [4] was developed. The design and development of the OAI-PMH NTRS is covered in detail in [5]. One of the features of the new version of NTRS is a recommendation service.

Based on user anecdotes, we believed the recommendation service was well received, but we desired a more quantitative evaluation of its performance.

1.1 NASA Technical Report Server Architecture
The new NTRS offers many advantages that the earlier, distributed searching NTRS does not. NTRS now provides both a simple interface and an advanced search interface that allows more targeted searching, including limiting the number of repositories to search. Syntactic differences between the 20 nodes of the previous version of NTRS made it infeasible to offer anything beyond just a simple search interface. Also new is the inclusion of repositories that are not in the nasa.gov domain. At the moment, NTRS includes repositories from the Physics eprint Server (arXiv), Biomedcentral, Aeronautical Research Council (the UK-equivalent of NASA) and the Department of Energy. The simple search interface searches only the NASA repositories by default. The advanced search interface (which features fielded searching) offers the possibility of including non-NASA repositories. Several other interfaces are provided as well, including: browsing, weekly updates, and administration. NTRS holds over 600,000 metadata records that point to over 300,000 eprints. NTRS averages nearly 30,000 monthly full-text downloads.

NTRS is implemented as a specialized bucket [6], and uses a variety of technologies: the Virginia Tech OAI-PMH harvester, an OAI-PMH repository (thus making NTRS an OAI-PMH aggregator [7]), a MySQL database, the awstats http log analysis facility, and a variety of scripts to integrate the various aspects. Both the user interface and baseURL for harvesters is http://ntrs.nasa.gov/. The bucket architecture includes advanced facilities for capturing and sharing logs – a necessary precondition for our recommendation service.

1.2 NTRS Recommendation Service
Taking advantage of the newer, more stable architecture, we added a recommendation server to NTRS in September 2003 (Figure 1). The recommendation server is based on two earlier developed techniques for the implementation of multimedia recommender systems. First we will briefly discuss the algorithm to generate document similarity matrices from user download sequences as reconstructed from NTRS download logs. Then we will discuss how such document similarity matrices can be applied to the construction of spreading activation recommender systems.
1.2.1 Similarity Matrices

When users download a set of documents this need not necessarily indicate a stable, continued interest that can be used to build a reliable user profile. However, we may assume that the documents downloaded within a given session, and particularly within a window of three or four document downloads, are more often semantically related than not, given users attempt to satisfy specific information needs by downloading documents. A set of documents downloaded by the same user in close temporal proximity therefore does not necessarily indicate the user is permanently and stably interested in these and similar documents, but may indicate the downloaded documents correspond to a common information need and may thus be related or conceptually similar.

We developed a methodology that exploits this characteristic of user download behavior by generating document networks based on the concept of document co-retrieval events. A co-retrieval event is defined as a pair of documents retrieved by the same user in close temporal proximity. Each observed co-retrieval event provides a certain degree of additional support for the belief that the two documents involved may be semantically related. Given that we can reconstruct a set of co-retrieval events from a web log, we can gradually adapt the relationship weights between any pair of documents according to the frequency by which they are involved in a co-retrieval event, or the degree to which users have downloaded the pair of documents in temporal proximity. Such a collection of co-retrieval events reconstructed from a web log may be used to construct a network of weighted document relationships, regardless of the collection’s text content or format. This methodology has been tested on hypertext collections and DL journal linking [8] and is similar to that proposed by [9].

The produced network of document relationships captures the semantic relationships expressed by users in the collective patterns of their document downloads as their download sequences overlap and gradually update document relationship weights. The production of such networks is highly efficient in computational terms. Since the generated matrices are commonly highly sparse, sparse matrix formats can be efficiently employed for their storage.

1.2.2 Spreading activation recommender systems

When a network of weighted document relationships has been generated, it can be employed for an information retrieval technique known as spreading activation. Although spreading activation has originally been formulated as a model of associative retrieval from human memory [10], it has found applications in IR systems [11]. We have successfully constructed spreading activation recommender systems on the basis of document and journal networks generated from web logs [12].

The process of spreading activation starts from an initial query set, i.e. a set of activated documents that jointly represent the user information need, i.e. a query-by-example principle. Activation is transferred from the query set to all connected documents modulated by the weights of the links connecting them, thereby expanding the initial query set. The total activation imparted on a particular document is defined as the weighted sum of the activations of all documents connecting to it.

This process of activation propagation is repeated k iterations for all documents after which the final activation state of the network is observed. The documents that have received the highest final activation levels are considered to be the most relevant retrieval results. In effect, spreading activation uses the document network and its weighted connections to determine which set of documents best correspond to the user information need by scanning the network for direct and indirect document relationships starting from the initial query set. It can be compared to asking
the clerk at your local music store for the CD of a band “that sounds like ‘Aphex Twin’ meets ‘Orbital’ meets ‘Squarepusher’.” He or she will look for direct and indirect relationships starting from the mentioned bands to find those that are best connected to all (the band [2][2b] is a good recommendation for the above example).

Spreading activation can be simulated by a repeated matrix-vector multiplication. The matrix in question, labeled $M$, represents the normalized adjacency matrix for the document network. Each entry $m_{ij}$ corresponds to the weight value of the link between documents $d_i$ and $d_j$. The vector representing the activation state of the network at each time $t$ is labeled $a_t$. The final activation state of the network can then be calculated as follows. We determine the initial activation state of the network according to which document(s) have been activated by the user, i.e. the user query, resulting in the initial state vector $a_0$. The activation state of the network at time $t=1$ is then defined as: $a_1 = f([J] + [J] \cdot a_0)$ where $J$ represents an attenuation value (or function) and $I$ the identity matrix. The procedure can be repeated $k$ times so that $a_k$ represents the final activation state of the network. The set of documents can then be ranked according to the values of $a_k$ to produce a set of recommendations. In this form, the spreading activation procedure indeed defines the activation state of each document as: $d_i = [J]a(d_i) \cdot w_{ij}$, i.e. the weighted sum of the activation values of all documents links to $d_i$.

The process of spreading activation is attractive for IR applications since it establishes the relevance of a document for a given query according to the overall structure of document relationships that can be defined independent of document content. Spreading activation is thus fit for large-scale DLs with heterogeneous content ranging from text files to multimedia content such as music and movies. Since activation spreads in parallel through the network, it can find pathways between related documents that could not have been identified by term matching or other procedures. Due to its parallel nature it is furthermore resistant to minor errors in network structure that may result from inadequate or missing data. However, it does require the generation of extensive document networks [13] that has proven to be a considerable hurdle to its general application. Given the above mentioned methodology for the generation of document relationship networks from DL logs, we find spreading activation an efficient and promising recommender technique for DLs.

1.3 Related Work

Digital library evaluation is an area of growing interest. Presumably, this stems from the proliferation of DLs and their creators, managers and funding parties wanting to know “what is happening with our DL?” Jones et al. describe transaction analysis of the New Zealand Digital Library and derive interface suggestions from looking at user sessions and common mistakes [14]. Sfakakis and Kapidakis [15] studied the log files of the Hellenic Documentation Centre Digital Library and found users favor simple queries. Steinerova [16] describes DL usage patterns of Slovakian DL users as reported through questionnaires. Assadi et al. [17] describe DL usage patterns in France through surveys, interviews and instrumented DLs. Saracevic [18] offers a broad conceptual framework for DL evaluation.

There is an equal amount of work on the evaluation of recommendation systems. A number of studies have focused on improving existing recommendation systems, such as Efron & Geisler [19] and Hofmann [20] using singular value decomposition to improve recommendations. Kautz, Selman and Shaw [21] describe exploiting existing social networks to increase the quality of recommendations. Sinha and Swearingen [22] compared automated and human generated recommendations and although human recommendations were preferred, the automated recommendations often provided interesting and novel recommendations. Herlocker et al. [23] provide a comprehensive framework for evaluating recommendation systems.

2. Methodology

We designed an experiment to evaluate the NTRS recommendation server using the domain knowledge of researchers at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC). Using the terminology from Herlocker et al.’s framework, we designed a “find good items” user task. Twenty documents from the LaRC portion of NTRS were chosen at random. We verified that recommendations were available for these documents through the log analysis-spreading activation (labeled “log analysis”) method. For each of the LaRC documents in NTRS (approximately 4100), we calculated the top 10 most similar documents (according to the Vector Space Model) from the entire NTRS corpus. A program was written on a separate web site to allow the users to self-identify, and then step the user through each of the 20 documents. For each test document, an abstract was shown (with a link to the full-text document) and links were provided for the top 10 recommendations as computed by “Method A” (log analysis) and “Method B” (VSM). Figure 2 shows a screen shot of the data collection web page and the 2 pop-up windows with recommendations from methods A & B. Method A is the recommendation system in use in the production version of NTRS, but it was not described as such to avoid biasing the results.

The data collected for each document included the user’s level of expertise (1..5) with the document’s subject area, and the perceived number (0..10) of “quality” recommendations as generated by each method. A text box was included for any free-form comments the users wished to contribute. Before each session, the users were given a short preparatory presentation that included the purpose of the history of NTRS, the purpose of the evaluation, and several ways to judge the quality of recommendations. We acknowledged to the participants that “quality” is largely subjective, but nonetheless suggested to consider such factors as:

- similarity: documents are obviously textually related
- serendipity: documents are related in a way that you did not anticipate
- contrast: documents show competing / alternate approaches, methodology, etc.
- relation: documents by the same author, from the same conference series, etc.

A call for participation was emailed to targeted organizations and posted on LaRC intranet to solicit volunteers for one of the four 90 minute sessions. A total of 13 volunteers were recruited in this manner. The volunteer profile is summarized in Table 1, and their organizational (and thus subject area expertise) is summarized in Table 2. The sessions were held on base at LaRC in a separate computer based training facility away from the participants’ normal offices. No monetary compensation was given to the participants, but refreshments were served. The actual test session was divided into two parts: everyone evaluated the same set of twenty documents, and then after completing that part, they could search NTRS for their own (or “favorite”) document and then
rate the recommendations by both methods for those documents. During the first session it became apparent that the users would not be able to do 20 evaluations in the allotted time, so the test set was truncated from 20 to 10 test documents. Evaluations for 29 documents were generated from the list of 10 standard document and the documents that the users found themselves. The subject areas of the 29 documents are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 2. Data Collection and Recommendation Pages.

Table 1. Profiles of the 13 Volunteers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>11 MS, 1 some graduate, 1 BS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of professional experience</td>
<td>Average=16, high=42, low=7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of papers published over the last 5 years</td>
<td>Average=1, high=3, low=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with NTRS (1=low, 5=high)</td>
<td>Average=3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with WWW for research (1=low, 5=high)</td>
<td>Average=3.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Organizational Affiliations of The Volunteers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Competency / Branch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Atmospheric Sciences Competency/Radiation and Aerosols Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aerospace Systems Concepts and Analysis Competency/Vehicle Analysis Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aerospace Systems Concepts and Analysis Competency/Multidisciplinary Optimization Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Structures and Materials Competency/Nondestructive Evaluation Sciences Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Office of Chief Information Officer/Library and Media Service Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Data Analysis and Imaging Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Test and Development Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Flight Software Systems Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency / Mission Engineering Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Space Systems Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Weapon Systems Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Public Information Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Systems Engineering Competency/Engineering Education Branch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Subject Area of the 29 Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject code</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aeronautics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamics</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Transportation and Safety</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avionics and Aircraft Instrumentation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Propulsion and Power</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launch Vehicles and Launch Operations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Transportation and Safety</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Communications, Spacecraft Communications</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft Design, Testing and Performance</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals and Metallic Materials</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentation and Photography</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Mechanics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Resources and Remote Sensing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology and Climatology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical and Computer Sciences</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Programming and Software</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid-State Physics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation and Information Science</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

The evaluation sessions resulted a total of 129 observations, i.e. individual comparisons of the quality of recommendations issued by method A and method B for a specific document. In total, 149 comparisons pertained to a set of 29 documents. The results were tabulated so that each row of the resulting data set contained the document identifier, the rater identifier, results for method A, method B and the self-reported level of rater expertise. All ratings were reported on a 10 point scale, 0 corresponding to no qualitatively adequate recommendations, 10 indicating all recommendations generated by a particular method to be high quality. Descriptive statistics were generated over all ratings for method A and B, and are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Results for Methods A & B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>method A (log)</th>
<th>method B (VSM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Mean ratings for method A (log analysis) and method B (VSM) for different levels of rater domain knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Level</th>
<th>Method A mean</th>
<th>Method B mean</th>
<th>Number of Raters</th>
<th>A-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k=1 (lowest)</td>
<td>2.8955</td>
<td>6.4776</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3.5821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=2</td>
<td>3.1304</td>
<td>8.0435</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.9131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=3</td>
<td>3.5000</td>
<td>7.3750</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=4</td>
<td>2.0833</td>
<td>5.9167</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.8334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=5 (highest)</td>
<td>1.4167</td>
<td>7.5833</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.1666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Frequency distribution of ratings for recommendation method A (log analysis) and method B (VSM).

Figure 4. Only the top 20 NTRS downloads seem to follow a power law distribution.

The mean ratings for method A (log analysis) and method B (VSM) were respectively 2.28 and 6.9 and thus diverged considerably. Method B outperformed method A, but the standard deviations of the distributions of ratings indicate both methods may outperform the other in particular instances.

An ANOVA (analysis of variance) was performed over the distribution of rating values to determine whether their means were significantly different. In this case, the null-hypothesis (the means of the two method ratings are not statistically different) was rejected at the p<0.1 level, indicating the means are marginally different. This result is probably caused by the wide dispersion of the rating values. Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of the observed ratings for method A and B which indicate that both methods perform at similar levels for a significant number of documents, but that the ratings definitely favor method B over method A.

Since our raters indicated their knowledge level on the document for which recommendations were issued, we determined the degree of relationship between rater knowledge and recommendations ratings. It is conceivable that more knowledgeable raters prefer one method over the other. For each knowledge level ranging from 0 (layman) to 5 (expert) we determined the mean rating for recommendations issued by method A (log analysis) and method B (VSM). The results are listed in Table 5 and indicate that method B is preferred by raters at all knowledge levels, although roughly 2/3s of raters indicate their domain knowledge is on the layman level. Method A is rated best but still below method B for low knowledge levels. Although both methods are rated lower by expert raters, method B has a strong preference among that group as well.

Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated to determine the degree of relationship between rater domain knowledge and method ratings. The correlation between method A ratings and rater domain knowledge was $\rho=-0.156$ (df=129, $\rho<0.1$) indicating there is a weak but marginally
A statistically significant negative relationship between rater domain knowledge and method A ratings. For method B and rater domain knowledge we found a Spearman’s $\rho=-0.12931$ (df=129, $\rho>0.1$) indicating the absence of a statistically significant relationship between rater domain knowledge and method B ratings. Method A and method B ratings over all rater domain knowledge levels was found to be $\rho=-0.20100$ (df=129, $\rho<0.05$) indicating a positive and statistically significant relationship between method A and method B ratings. The latter result indicates that some documents cause both methods to produce recommendations that are favorably rated.

A important matter of concern in the use of log analysis to produce document recommendations is the availability of sufficient usage data and its distribution. Document usage can be expected to follow an inverse power law where some documents are retrieved very often and many others only sporadically. However, figure 4 shows that after the top 20 downloads, NTRS retrieval patterns do not follow a power law. This could be due to robot access to NTRS and only the most popular documents emerge from the cloud of evenly distributed web crawler accesses. The nature of method A’s reliance on user retrieval patterns for the generation of document recommendations will naturally lead it to produce a higher number of more valid recommendations for frequently retrieved documents. Our sample of random documents may thus not accurately reflect the performance of method A under realistic circumstances where users would tend to frequently download a particular set of documents for which method A has the highest number of valid recommendations. It forces method A to compete with method B in the absence of retrieval data leading to an invalid comparison on grounds of missing data.

To test this hypothesis we retrieved the absolute number of recommendations available for each document under method. Due to our log analysis method this number corresponds to frequency of use. We then correlated the number of recommendation for each document with its ratings under method A and method B. Indeed, we found a statistically significant relationship between the ratings of method A and the number of available recommendations ($\rho=0.201, \text{df}=129$, $\rho<0.05$). This result indicates that as more recommendations are available method A is rated higher. The rater preference of method B over method A can thus largely be caused by the absence of sufficient log data for the documents used in the evaluation. In addition, we found a negative but statistically significant relation between method B ratings and the number of recommendations available for recommendations A ($\rho=-0.32, \text{df}=129$, $\rho<0.05$). Since the latter corresponds to document usage, we must conclude that method B produces less valid recommendations for more often retrieved documents. We have not yet formulated an hypothesis to explain this result, but speculate that often retrieved documents may be of a more general nature, and will therefore lead VSM recommenders to discover fewer valid document relationships due to the lack of precise term-relationships. On the other hand, method A relies on actual usage and will simply adopt whichever document relationships are favored by users in their actual retrievals.

To further explore this concept, we determined the ratio of the ratings of method A and method B, a metric indicating how strongly one method is preferred over the other, and the number of method A recommendation available. As expected, we found a strong and statistically significant relation ($\rho=0.384, \text{df}=129$, $\rho<0.01$) indicating that where sufficient log data is available, method A will increasingly improve its recommendations relative to those of B.

4. Future Work

We would like to repeat this evaluation, but with a larger user group. Unfortunately, there are tradeoffs to overcome in increasing the user size. It is hard to attract the people that are most qualified to rate the evaluations for the NTRS content. Since the staff members are U. S. Government employees, monetary compensation for participation is not bureaucratically feasible. We could do away with in person evaluation sessions and automate the process with features attached to the web page, but then we would risk encumbering the entire NTRS and turn away potential users. The intrusive nature of evaluation is well described by Bishop in the evaluation of the DLI system at the University of Illinois [24]. We are considering contacting aerospace undergraduate and graduate classes and incorporating NTRS awareness with a recommendation evaluation. This would result in more, albeit less experienced, subjects for evaluation.

One of the problems with the spreading activation approach to generating recommendations is the latency between the item entering the system and gathering enough downloads in order to increase the quality of the recommendations. This problem is two fold: first, logs are collected from NTRS and processed on a monthly basis, causing at least a 1 month delay before an item can be eligible for recommendations; second, items with “low popularity” (i.e., few downloads) can be in the system for many months before the quality of their recommendations starts to stabilize. We are experimenting with approaches to seed the recommendation process with VSM results, and then let spreading activation guide the recommendation process afterwards.

We are experimenting with approaches to minimize the impact of robots on the system. Large-scale robot downloads of the eprints in NTRS can create and reinforce links that are artifacts of accession order and do not represent semantic relationships. Only one robot, a LaRC robot affiliated with another project, was excluded from generating the current recommendations. While some robots identify themselves through the HTTP REFERER field, many do not in order to avoid dynamic anti-robot tactics (i.e., “spider traps”, HTTP status-code 503 (Service Unavailable), etc.). We will include in our log processing facility the ability to identify and discard repeated, rapid downloads that do not represent interactive user sessions. Another approach to lessen the impact of automated access would be to re-run the test using only the most popular documents (e.g., the first 20 downloads shown in figure 4).

5. Conclusions

We have described NTRS and the architecture of the NTRS recommendation server. We performed a quantitative analysis of the recommendation server and compared against baseline recommendations generated by VSM. The log analysis recommendation server did not perform as well as the VSM recommendation server, but the log analysis method was handicapped by a number of factors. The test documents were chosen randomly from the LaRC portion of NTRS, and not all documents had received enough downloads to have mature recommendations. Secondly, it was difficult to get a good
match between document subject area and user expertise. The
expertise of the evaluation subjects also tends to lie outside
the core focus area of NTRS. For the future, we intend to seek
out more participants for future evaluations who are better
situated to review the subject material, even if they are less
experienced. We are investigating methods to lessen the
impact of robots and to seed the log analysis recommendations with VSM results.
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